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Abstract— Today, solving imbalanced problems is difficult
task as it contains an unequal distribution of data samples
among different classes and poses a challenge to any classifier
becoming hard to learn the minority class samples. Unequal
distribution of data samples among many classes confuses
supervised learning based classifier as it makes challenging to
learn minority class samples.Generating synthetic minority
class samples tries to balance the sample distribution between
minority and majority classes.
To handle imbalanced learning problem, proposed
work finds minority samples which are difficult to learn and
computes Euclidean distance between nearest majority class
samples. Using clustering approach and weighted minority
class samples it generates synthetic samples for oversampling
purpose. Proposed work will evaluate this approach on real &
artificial datasets.
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INTRODUCTION
The class imbalance problem is one of the new
problems that emerged when machine learning matured from
an embryonic science to an applied technology, amply used in
the worlds of business, industry and scientific research.
Although practitioners might already have known about this
problem early, it made its appearance in the machine learning
or data mining research circles about a decade ago. Its
importance grew as more and more researchers realized that
their data sets were imbalanced and that this imbalance caused
suboptimal classification performance.
The actual cause for the bad performance of
conventional classifiers on the minority class samples is not
necessarily related to only on the between two imbalance
classes. Besides, the complexity of data samples is another
factor for the classifiers. If the samples of the majority and
minority classes have more than one concepts than others and
the regions between some concepts of different classes
overlap, then the imbalance problem becomes very severe
[13], [14]. Some of the approaches to deal with imbalanced
learning problems are based on the oversampling methods.
A novel synthetic oversampling method, i.e.,
Majority Weighted Minority Oversampling Technique
(MWMOTE), whose goal is generate the useful minority class
samples.

LITERATURE SURVEY
Most of these works fall under four different
categories:
Two different sampling methods exist in the
literature. They are -under sampling and oversampling.
Under sampling methods work by reducing the
majority class samples. This reduction can be done randomly
in which case it is called random under sampling [24] or it can
be done by using some statistical knowledge in which case it
is called informed undersampling [25].
Oversampling methods add samples by generating
the minority class samples. The generated samples add
essential information to the original data set that may help to
improve classifiers’ performance. Depending on the technique
of how synthetic samples will be generated, various methods
exist in the literature such as Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE) [15], Borderline-SMOTE [16], and
Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Technique (ADASYN) [17].
Some sampling methods first use clustering to partition the
data set and then apply undersampling and/or oversampling on
different partitions’ data [29], [30], [31]. A cluster-based
oversampling method was proposed in [29], which randomly
oversampled both the minority class and majority class
samples in such a way that all clusters became the same size.
In [30], clustering was applied within each large class for
producing subclasses with relatively balanced sizes and
random oversampling was applied on the minority class
samples.
Chawla [31] proposed a cluster-based algorithm,
called local sampling, in which the Hellinger distance measure
[32] is used first for partitioning the original data set.
Thus, boosting and oversampling together provide a
good option for efficiently learning imbalanced data [18],
[35], [36], [37]. Oversampling is lot more useful than
undersampling and oversampling dramatically improves
classifiers performance even for complex data [12]. Both
oversampling and undersampling are effective methods.Other
methods besides the sampling-based strategy also work
comparably well.
RELATED WORK

Researchers works have been done for handling the
imbalanced learning problems. Most of these works fall under
different categories.
Sampling methods have been shown to be very
successful in recent years. Researchers are interested in
sampling methods. Details of work performed on the other
categories can be found[19]. In imbalanced learning, sampling
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methods focus on balancing and the distribution between the
majority class and the minority class samples.Although it is
impossible to predict what true class distribution should be
[20], [11] it is observed that classifiers learn well from a
balanced distribution than from an imbalanced one [21], [22],
[23]. This kind of oversampling sometimes creates very
specific rules, leading to over fitting [9]. However, synthetic
oversampling methods add samples by generating the
synthetic minority class samples. The generated samples add
essential in- formation to the original data set that may help to
improve classifiers’ performance. Depending on the technique
of how synthetic samples will be generated, various methods
exist in the literature such as Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE) [15], Borderline-SMOTE [16], and
Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Technique (ADASYN) [17].
Some sampling methods first use clustering to partition the
data set and then apply under sampling and/or over sampling
on different partitions’ data [29], [30], [31]. A cluster-based
oversampling method was proposed in [29], which randomly
oversampled both the minority class and majority class
samples in such a way that all clusters became the same size.
In [30], clustering was applied within each large class for
producing subclasses with relatively balanced sizes and
random oversampling was applied on the minority class
samples. Cieslak and Chawla [31] proposed a cluster-based
algorithm, called local sampling, in which the Hellinger
distance measure [32] is used first for partitioning the original
data set. A sampling method is then applied to each partition
and finally data of all partitions are merged to create the new
data set. An oversampling method may create additional bias
to classifiers, which may decrease classifiers’ performance on
the majority class samples. To prevent such degradation, an
ensemble method, for example, boosting [33], [34], can be
integrated with the oversampling method. While oversampling
focuses on improving classifiers’ performance on the minority
class samples, boosting iteratively focuses on the hard-to-learn
majority class samples. Thus, boosting and oversampling
together provide a good option for efficiently learning
imbalanced data [18], [35], [36], [37].Other methods besides
the sampling-based strategy also work comparably well.
While comparing oversampling and undersampling one
natural observation favoring oversampling is that
undersampling may remove essential information from the
original data, while oversampling does not suffer from this
problem. Regardless of the method used to counter the
imbalance problem, factors such as the uncertainty of the true
distribution between the samples of the minority class and
majority class samples, complexity of data, and noise in data
may pose a limit on the classifiers’ performance [13], [14],
[38].

PROBLEM DEFINITION
Synthetic oversampling methods shows to be very
successful in dealing with imbalance data ,However, users
study finds out some insufficiencies and inappropriateness of
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the existing methods that may occur in many different
scenarios. Researchers describe them in this section. One main
objective of the synthetic oversampling methods, for example,
Borderline-SMOTE [16], is to identify the border-line
minority class samples.

MATHAMATICAL MODEL
A. Set Theory
Let I be the closed system which belong to the,
I(Smaj,Smin,N,k1,k2,k3)where,
Input:
S maj : Set of majority class samples
S min : Set of minority class samples
N: Number of synthetic samples to be generated
k1: Number of neighbors used for predicting noisy
minority class samples
k2: Number of majority neighbors used for constructing
informative minority set
k3: Number of minority neighbors used for
constructing informative minority set
M: no of clusters.

B. Functions
Function (F1)
F1(X)=generates nearest neighbour set.
F1(x)={x1,x2,x3…….xn}>{NṈ(x1),NN(x2)………...NN(x)}
Function (F2)
F2(NNi(xi))->it accepts the nearest neighbor and
remove class having no minority.
F2(NNi(xi))->{Sminf = Smin – {xi € Smin }
NN(xi)}
Function (F3):This function compute nearest
minority set
F3(xi)- >min(x1),Nmin(x2)…min(xi)}Sminf
Function (F4):it contains Borderline majority
F4(xi)->{Ux € Sminf ,Nmaj(x)}
Function(F5):This function accepts majority
example and compute nearest minority end
informative minority,informative weight
F5(y1’)->{Nmin (y1),Nmin(y1’)}
F(xi € Smin )-> Sw(xi)->∑,€ Smaj Iw(yi)
Function (F6):it compute cluster assigns label to it
F6(xi)->Sp(xi)->Sw(xi)/∑ xi € Smin
Sw(zi)->L1,L2,L3…….Lm.
Function (F7): it generates synsthetic data
F7->Somin->Somin U {S}where S->x +
α * (y-x)
Function (F8): it displays oversampled minority
set Somin.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A.System Architecture
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This section introduces system architecture. The block
diagram of system is shown in Fig 1 which gives the details of
the system components.
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10) Find the clusters of Smin. Let, M clusters are formed
which are L1;L2;...;LM.
11) Initialize the set, Somin =Smin.

Fig.1. Architecture Diagram.

12) Do for j = 1...N.
a) Select a sample x from Simin according to probability
distribution {Sp(xi)}. Let, x is a member of the cluster Lk;1 ≤
k ≤ M.
b) Select another sample y, at random, from the members
of the cluster Lk.
c) Generate one synthetic data, s, according to
s = x +α (y – x),
where α is a random number in the range [0,1].
d) Add s to Somin: Somin = Somin Ụ{s}.
13) End
Loop End

CONCLUSION
B. Algorithmic Strategy
1) For each minority example xi € Smin, compute the
nearest neighbor set, NN(xi).
NN(xi) consists of the nearest k1 neighbors of xi according
to euclidean distance.
2) Construct filtered minority set, Sminf by removing
those minority class samples which have no minority example
in their neighborhood:
Sminf= Smin –{xi € Smin: NN(xi) contains no minority
example}
3) For each xi € Sminf, compute the nearest majority set,
Nmaj(xi). Nmaj(xi) consists of the nearest k2 majority
samples from xi according to euclidean distance.
4) Find the borderline majority set, Sbmaj, as the union of
all Nmaj(xi)s, i.e.,
Sbmaj = Ụ x Sminf Nmaj(xi)
5) For each majority example yi € Sbmaj, compute the
nearest minority set, Nmin (yi). Nmin (yi) consists of the
nearest k3 minority examples from yi according to euclidean
distance.
6) Find the informative minority set, Simin, as the union of
all Nmin(yi)s, i.e., Simin= Ụ yi € Sbmaj Nmin(yi)
7) For each yi € Sbmaj and for each xi € Simin, compute
the information weight, Iw(yi;xi).
8) For each xi € Simin, compute the selection weight
Sw(xi) as Sw(xi)=∑yi€Sbmaj Iw(yi;xi)
9) Convert each Sw(xi) into selection probability Sp(xi)
according to Sp(xi)=Sw (xi)=∑zi € Simin Sw(zi)

The proposed over-sampling method generates useful
synthetic samples for the classification of imbalanced data.
Besides, the proposed over-sampling method is basically
compatible with basic classification algorithms and the
existing over-sampling methods.The result can be improved
by increasing accuracy by the consideration of various
distance formulae.
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